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Plastic fly behavior

Review

There are many ways to train a fly
Jena L. Pitman, Shamik DasGupta, Michael J. Krashes, Benjamin Leung, Paola N. Perrat and Scott Waddell*
Department of Neurobiology; University of Massachusetts Medical School; Worcester, Massachusetts USA
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A biological understanding of memory remains one of the great
quests of neuroscience. For over 30 years the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster has primarily been viewed as an excellent vehicle to
find ‘memory genes’. However, the recent advent of sophisticated
genetic tools to manipulate neural activity has meant that these
genes can now be viewed within the context of functioning neural
circuits. A holistic understanding of memory in flies is therefore
now a realistic goal. Larvae and adult flies exhibit remarkable
behavioral complexity and they can both be trained in a number
of ways. In this review, our intention is to summarize the many
assays that have been developed to study plastic behaviors in flies.
More specific and detailed reviews have been published by us and
others, reviewed in references 1–6. While our bias for olfactory
conditioning paradigms is obvious, our purpose here is not to pass
judgment on each method. We would rather leave that to those
readers who might be inspired to try each assay for themselves.

Learning in Adult Flies

Figure 1. Olfactory avoidance learning in the QHB assay. Forty flies are
loaded into Tube 6. Tube 1 is the rest tube, tube 2 is used for shock training with the CS+, tube 3 for training with CS-. Tubes 4 and 5 are used for
memory testing. V = voltage. Figure taken from reference 8 with the permission of W.G. Quinn.

Olfactory avoidance learning. In the early 1970s Chip Quinn
and Bill Harris converted Seymour Benzer’s iconic countercurrent apparatus for fractionating flies according to their phototactic
capability7 into a machine to study olfactory learning—from here
referred to as the QHB assay8 (Fig. 1). In their apparatus approximately 40 flies are given 15 seconds to run (drawn by the light) into
an illuminated tube lined with an electrified grid and painted with an
odor (conditioned odor, CS+). They are then knocked back into the
starting tube, given 60 seconds of rest and then allowed 15 seconds to
run into another tube containing a non-electrified grid painted with
a new odor (CS-). Training is complete following three trials of CS+/
shock and CS-/no shock. Odor memory is tested at given times by
allowing the flies 15 seconds to run into either a new non-electrified
tube containing the CS+ or CS- odor and in each case the number
of flies avoiding the tube is counted. A learning index is calculated
by subtracting the number of flies that avoided the CS- from the
number of flies that avoided the CS+, divided by the total number of
flies. To reduce non-associative effects, different populations of flies
of the same genotype are trained and tested with the CS+ and CS-

odors reversed and a single learning index score is the average of the
two reciprocal half experiments. Control assays for odor and shock
acuity/avoidance were also devised. Although typical learning index
scores are relatively low (~0.3), this assay allowed the isolation of the
first learning and memory mutants in the field; dunce, rutabaga and
amnesiac being the most lauded.9-11
Olfactory aversive conditioning. The Drosophila olfactory
memory field took a significant step forward with the development of
a classical conditioning assay that involves a binary T-maze choice,12
after Jellies13—from here referred to as the TQ assay (Fig. 2) that is
performed under dim-red light or darkness. In this paradigm 100
flies are trapped in the training tube that has an electrifiable grid and
the experimenter therefore has complete control over shock presentation, intensity and duration. Odors on an air current are piped into
the training chamber. Training consists of a 1 minute presentation of
an odor (CS+) with twelve one second electric shocks (at 5 second
intervals), followed by 30 seconds of fresh air and another 1 minute
presentation of a different odor without electric shock (CS-). Odor
memory is tested at given times thereafter by transporting flies in the
elevator to the T-maze where they are allowed 2 minutes to choose
between tubes containing either of the two odorants they experienced
during conditioning. A performance index (PI) is calculated by
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subtracting the number of flies avoiding the CS- from the number of
flies avoiding the CS+, divided by the total number of flies. As with
the previous assay, a different population of the same genotype of flies
is trained with the CS+ and CS- odors reversed and a final performance index is the average of the two reciprocal half experiments.
PI scores using the TQ paradigm can be higher than 0.9 (with a
score of 1 representing learning in every fly) but generally range from
0.6–0.9. Memory can either be tested immediately after training (3
minute memory, referred to as ‘learning’ or short-term memory) or
the flies can be transferred to food vials and housed until being tested
at later time points to assess different memory phases (e.g., middleterm and long-term memory). A single training session does not form
persistent memory in the TQ paradigm and performance is essentially absent 24 hr after training. However, 6–10 training sessions
with or without rest intervals forms memory that lasts for days.14
Olfactory appetitive conditioning. Although training flies to
avoid electric shock is effective, shock is not an ecologically relevant
reinforcer. Tempel et al.15 described conditioning with odorants
and sucrose reward using a variation of the QHB apparatus. They
used light (and negative geotaxis) to attract food-deprived flies into
a training tube painted with a band of sucrose and odor (CS+).
Training consisted of two rounds of a 30 second exposure to odor
A (CS-) with no reward, 30 seconds of rest, followed by odor B
(CS+) with sucrose reward. Memory was assayed by allowing the flies
15 seconds to choose between the CS+ and CS- odor in a T-maze.
Performance scores were calculated by subtracting the number of
flies approaching the CS- from the number approaching the CS+,
divided by the total number of flies tested. Once again, the final PI
score is the average of two reciprocal experiments where the CS+ and
CS- odorants are swapped.
Flies have to be hungry to learn and retrieve memory efficiently
in the sugar rewarded paradigm. Tempel et al.15 concluded that flies
exhibit optimal learning after 19–20 hours of starvation; a treatment
that did not affect their intrinsic odor preference or their learning
performance in the TQ assay. They also found that sugar reinforced
memory persists much longer than shock reinforced memory.
Appetitive conditioning is becoming more popular and is now
routinely performed in a TQ-like manner.16-18 The primary difference between shock and sucrose training in the TQ machine is that
flies are trained in two separate tubes for appetitive conditioning; one
lined with crystallized sucrose on filter paper and one lined with blank
filter paper. Using this approach we have recently shown that a single
2-minute pairing of odorant and sucrose forms protein synthesisdependent long-term memory that lasts for days.18 Extended periods
of starvation can confound the appetitive paradigm. However, it is
possible to extend the use of the assay to two-three days following
a single session of training by feeding the flies after training and
re-starving them before testing memory.18
Olfactory conditioning of the proboscis extension reflex. The
Proboscis extension reflex (PER) has been used to study gustatory
behaviors in several insects. Hungry flies instinctively extend their
proboscis when sugar is presented to gustatory receptors on the
foreleg tarsi. The probability of this extension increases as a function
of sugar concentration and decreases as increasing concentrations
of a bitter substance are added to a fixed concentration of sugar.19
Newly eclosed flies are fed on normal food for 24 hrs and starved for
24 hrs to induce a hunger state. They are then immobilized on slides
4

Figure 2. Olfactory conditioning in the TQ assay. (A) 100 flies are loaded
into the training tube (top), which can either be electrified for aversive
conditioning, or contain a filter paper with dried sucrose for appetitive
conditioning. (B) Following training, flies are moved to the “elevator” and
lowered to the T-maze where they choose between the arms of the maze that
contain either of the odors used during conditioning. Odors (OCT-octanol,
MCH-methylscyclohexanol) are drawn through the machine by vacuum (not
shown). Figure taken from reference 59.

where the responders are separated from non-responders (potentially
sick flies) based on whether or not they extend their proboscis when
water is applied to the leg.20 They are then fed water to satiation and
tested with sugar solutions applied to the leg. Sugar-sated flies do
not extend their proboscis in response to sugar solutions, implying a
motivational component exists for this assay much like that observed
in appetitive olfactory conditioning.15,18,19
The PER can be associatively conditioned in flies21 using an
appetitive paradigm established in bees (reviewed in ref. 22). Flies
that have been prepared and immobilized, as above for PER, receive
five spaced presentations of odor paired with a sucrose reward administered to the labellum of the proboscis. Flies are tested for memory
by exposing them to the CS+ odor or CS- odor. They extend their
proboscis in response to the CS+ odor, demonstrating authentic associative conditioning. Separate flies are trained in a reciprocal manner.
Surprisingly, the memory only lasts a few minutes, and is absent 1
hour after the last training trial. Drosophila can be conditioned to
inhibit PER if the bitter tastant quinine is presented in the sugar23
and can also be trained to withdraw their proboscis in response to
electric shock.24
Visual learning in the flight simulator. Flies can discriminate
between different shapes and colors and these visual parameters
can be utilized in a learning paradigm based on a flight simulator
(Fig. 3). A fly, tethered on a copper wire glued between the head and
thorax, is hung in the middle of a cylindrical arena where it can fly
and generate horizontal yaw torque, but it cannot pitch or roll. The
wire is connected to a meter that measures the direction and force
of the exerted yaw torque and a computer translates that information into a precise rotation of the arena in the opposite direction.
This tuning allows the fly to control its position relative to the visual
panorama; if it torques left, the drum rotates right (or vice versa).
Colored card, banks of light-emitting diodes or computer screens
can be used to represent simple images/patterns and different colors
and/or patterns.
Two different modes of operation are routinely used in the flight
arena. In ‘flight simulator’ or ‘closed-loop’ mode the fly controls its
position relative to the arena. This provides the fly operant control
Fly
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Figure 4. Buridan’s paradigm and spatial orientation memory. An individual
fly with clipped wings is placed on a circular platform surrounded by a moat,
in a large white arena. In the regular Buridan’s set-up, two black vertical
stripes are presented on opposite sides of the arena (A) and the fly paces
back and forth between the stripes. (B) To assay working memory one stripe
disappears and is replaced by a distractor stripe. (C) Following the disappearance of the distractor, flies continue along their original path. Figure
taken from reference 60 with the permission of Ronald L. Davis.

observed that a fly walking between two vertical stripes continues to
walk for 2–8 seconds even when the previously attractive landmark is
removed. In a recent paper, Neuser et al.33 developed new variations
on the Buridan’s paradigm to investigate orientation memory. In their
assay, when the fly crosses the midline of the arena, the stripes disappear and another stripe appears at a position that is perpendicular to
the original orientation of the fly. In most cases, the fly turns towards
the new stripe. However, as soon as the fly faces the new stripe, the
new stripe is also made to disappear. Interestingly, Neuser et al.33
found that when the perpendicular stripe disappears, most flies
reorient to approach the initial, but now invisible, target, indicating
that the fly can remember the location of the original target stripe.
Memory in this ‘detour paradigm’ lasts for a few seconds, consistent
with it representing something akin to working memory.
Heat box. The heat-box (Fig. 5) was also designed to assess spatial
memory.34,35 An individual freely walking fly is trained for 4 minutes
to avoid one half of a long dark chamber. Using Peltier elements
to quickly heat the chamber, the fly is punished with temperature
above 33°C when it enters one half of the chamber and not when it
occupies the other half. After training the heat is turned off, and the
position of the fly is tracked for 3 minutes to determine the amount
of time the fly spends in each side of the chamber. A performance
index is calculated as the time in ‘safe’ side subtracted from the time in
punished side, divided by the total time. Since the flies are trained and
tested in darkness, the memory formed is believed to result from the
integration of tactile information and path length/body orientation.
‘Winner or loser mentality’. Aggressive behavior in fruit flies
was observed as early as 1915,36 and has been formally studied since
the 1960’s.37 Both male and female flies fight, although the things
they fight over and their fighting styles differ. The aggression assay
is simple to set up and reveals remarkable complexity in the behavioral repertoire. A typical “fighting arena” consists of a small food
cup placed in the center of a round covered Petri-dish. Aggression is
induced between pairs of male or female flies by adding a resource
(e.g., food, yeast paste) to fight over. Males will also fight for a live,
or decapitated, female fly. Behavior is video-recorded while the flies
are in the arena (2 minutes to >1 hour), and aggressive encounters are
scored by observation. Three behaviors can be scored unambiguously
as aggressive; wing threat (both wings raised to a 45° angle), charging
and boxing (rearing up on the hind legs and striking the opponent).37

Figure 3. The flight simulator. A single fly, tethered on a copper wire, is hung
in the middle of a cylindrical arena. The fly controls its position relative to the
panorama, in this case consisting of a pattern of upright and inverted “T”
shapes. The fly is trained, using either an operant or classical paradigm, to
avoid one pattern (e.g., upright T), by punishing that direction of flight with
a heat beam. Figure taken from reference 27 with the permission of Martin
Heisenberg.

of learning and allows it to selectively attend to particular landmarks
in the arena. In ‘open-loop’ mode the experimenter controls the position of the panorama with respect to the direction of the fly, allowing
classical conditioning.
Flies can be trained to avoid a particular landmark (a pattern
e.g., an upright ‘T’) by punishing the fly when it approaches that
pattern, either with heat25 or with a plume of an aversive odor, such
as benzaldehyde.26 A different ‘safe’ unpunished landmark (e.g., an
upside down ‘T’) is also presented. During the memory test phase,
the fly is given several minutes to display preference for one of the
visual cues and trained flies selectively avoid the conditioned landmark. Memory in these two paradigms lasts for ~20 minutes27 but
can be lengthened by repetitive training.28 Context complexity can
be added to the visual paradigm for example, by changing the color
of the background illumination between training and testing.29
Motor learning in the flight simulator. The flight simulator can
also be used without visual cues to assess motor learning.30 If the arena
is evenly illuminated, the fly can be conditioned to avoid turning
(yawing) right or left, by punishing it with heat when it torques in that
particular direction. The flies learn to avoid the heat by directing their
yaw torque in the safe range.
Spatial orientation memory. Named after the 14th century
French philosopher Jean Buridan, “Buridan’s ass” describes a conflict
of free-will where a donkey that is placed equidistant between two
equally delectable piles of hay starves to death, because it is unable to
choose one over the other.
In the ‘Buridan’s paradigm’, a single fly with clipped wings is
placed on a platform in the middle of a circular arena, separated from
white featureless walls by a water moat. If two dark vertical stripes are
introduced on opposing faces of the arena the fly walks continuously
back and forth between the stripes (Fig. 4).31 Strauss and Pichler32
www.landesbioscience.com
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Figure 5. The heat-box assay. An individual fly is placed into a small dark
chamber, and its position within is monitored. The chamber is split into two
virtual halves by an infra-red light gate that is also sensitive to direction. During
training, when the fly enters the side of the chamber that the investigator has
chosen as the ‘punished’ side, breaking the light gate, peltier elements heat the
chamber. When the fly crosses back into the ‘safe’ side the heat switches off.
Figure taken from reference 35 with the permission of Martin Heisenberg.

Figure 6. Courtship conditioning. Male flies are placed into a chamber with
a ‘trainer’ fly (mated female, Experimental), or alone (Sham) for a defined
period of time (1 to several hours depending on the desired length of the
memory). Courtship index is the comparison of courtship activity between
the first and last period of training in experimental males. Experimental and
sham males are then given a tester fly (virgin female), and courtship index is
compared between experimental and sham males. Wild-type males suppress
their courtship activity over the period of training and maintain the suppression during the test. Figure modified from reference 4 with permission of
Leslie C. Griffith.

Other aggressive behaviors include fencing, lunging, holding and
tussling.6 Males exhibit all of these behaviors, and fight frequently.
Female flies fight less often, nand ever engage in high-intensity aggressive behaviors such as boxing or tussling, but they employ additional
female-specific moves such as head-butting and shoving.38
Similar to the ‘learned helplessness’ observed in courtship conditioning (covered in the following section), male flies adapt their
fighting strategy depending on whether they emerge as the ‘winner’
or ‘loser’ of their first fight.39 In general, during the first bout, the
male who initiated and who fought with the greatest intensity from
the start is ultimately the victor. More specifically, Yurkovic et al.39
found that over a series of encounters between the same pair of
flies, the winner lunged more and retreated less, whereas the loser
did the opposite. When the combatants were given time to recover
before being put back into the fighting arena, an interesting pattern
emerged that is suggestive of the development of a hierarchical structure. Opponents who previously fought each other spent less time
fighting when re-paired than flies that were paired with unfamiliar
opponents, suggesting that they remembered their opponents and
had no desire to reinitiate their previous brawl. Perhaps even more
interesting, flies who lost their first fight never won their second
fight when paired with either their previous opponent, an unfamiliar
winner, or a naïve opponent. In their second fight, winners always
defeated losers, but won or lost with equal frequency against naïve
opponents. Loser flies were sometimes able to win fights against
other losers, but never against a former winner. Female flies do not
develop a winner-loser hierarchy.
Courtship conditioning. Even the most inexperienced fly pusher
can tell you that one thing that fruit flies do very well is mate—in
6

any given bottle of flies there are always a few pairs of flies in
flagrante delicto. So it may come as a surprise that the seemingly
irrepressible enthusiasm with which male fruit flies pursue females
can be modified by extended exposure to a previously mated female.
Learned suppression of the male courtship response is known as
courtship conditioning (Fig. 6), and it has many of the same properties as the other forms of learning discussed here.40-42 When a
sexually naïve male is placed with a recently mated female in a
small chamber, his courtship vigor rapidly declines with continued
exposure to (and rejection by) the female. If the trained male is then
paired with a virgin female, normally an object of vigorous courtship,
he courts her far less than a control male that was not trained. Male
courtship activity is quantified by the courtship index (CI), which
is the fraction of time that a male spends courting up to (but not
including) copulation. Procedurally, learned suppression is measured
as a ratio between the courtship indices (CIs) of two trained flies of
the same genotype, where one has been trained with a mated female,
and the other is “sham” trained by housing it in an empty courtship
chamber for the same amount of time as its counterpart. If a particular
genotype can learn, the CI(trained)/CI(sham) ratio should be much
less than 1; a CI(trained)/CI(sham) ratio close to 1 indicates a lack
of learning, or memory, depending on the amount of time elapsed.
Fly
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against.42 Female flies of differing sexual maturity have markedly
differing cuticular hydrocarbon profiles,42,44 so it is likely that male
flies use their sense of smell to determine the sexual maturity of a
female.45-47
Aversive phototaxic suppression. Adult fruit flies are strongly
phototaxic, preferring to approach light rather than dark. However,
flies suppress their attraction to light if the light is presented with
aversive quinine and/or humidity.48,49 The assay involves allowing a
fly to choose between a tube that is lit and a tube that is dark (Fig. 7).
Those who choose the light encounter a quinine soaked filter paper.
Light/Dark sides are alternated to avoid the potential confound of
flies following a previously laid odor trace, or exhibiting an innate left
or right turning bias. Quinine reinforcement is present at all times,
and flies are given 16 training/testing trials, which are broken into
4 blocks of 4 trials for analysis. A ‘learning score’ is calculated for
each block of 4 trials as the number, or percentage, of photonegative
choices. Learning can be observed within an experimental group by
comparing scores between the first and last block of 4 choices, or
between groups by comparing scores in the last block.48 Learning
does not improve with more training trials. It is noteworthy that
an experienced fly makes a roughly 50:50 choice between dark and
light and very rarely goes to the dark or ‘correct’ tube in all 4 of the
sessions of the final testing block.

Learning in Larvae
Olfactory conditioning in larvae. Drosophila larvae possess 21
pairs of olfactory sensory neurons, 80 pairs of gustatory sensory
neurons and only 12 neurons for vision.3 The adult fly in comparison has approximately 1300, 650 and 6000, respectively.50,51 The
reduction in the complexity of the larval nervous system has recently
inspired some investigators to revisit pursuit of an understanding of
behavioral plasticity in the larvae rather than the adult fly.
The first description of larval olfactory learning52 was also the brainchild of Chip Quinn and was clearly inspired by adult fly learning.8
80 to 100 larvae were placed in a Petri dish containing an electrically
conductive agarose gel. Larvae were exposed to an odor (CS+) for 30
seconds in the presence of electric shock (voltage was applied across
the plate with electrodes on either side). Following 90-seconds of fresh
air, the larvae were exposed to another odor (CS-) without shock. As
with adult learning,8 the training was repeated three times. To test
memory, 30–40 larvae were transferred to the center of a new agarose
plate with the CS+ and CS- odors spotted on filter papers at opposite
sides. Memory was observed as a preferential movement away from
the CS+. A different population of the same genotype of larvae were
trained with the CS+ and CS- odors reversed and, as in the adult assay,
the final learning index score was the average of the two reciprocal
experiments. The assay was validated by the demonstration that dunce
and turnip mutants that were defective in olfactory learning as adults
also exhibited a learning defect as larvae.52
Olfactory conditioning with gustatory reinforcement in larvae.
Larvae can also be trained to associate odors with gustatory reinforcement.53 In the first published report of appetitive conditioning,
individual larvae were trained for 1 minute to associate Odor A
with a positive reinforcer (fructose) added to an agarose plate and
were then transferred to a second plate and trained to associate a
second odor, Odor B, with a negative reinforcer (quinine or salt)
for 1 minute. This training cycle was repeated 10 times. Separate

Figure 7. Aversive phototaxic suppression. Schematic showing plan and elevation views. An individual fly is placed into the maze by syringe, and given 16
trials to choose between the darkened vial, or the lit vial containing quinine.
Figure taken from reference 49 with permission from Eric Le Bourg.

Similar to other forms of associative learning, courtship suppression
can last anywhere from hours to days depending on the nature of the
training protocol. An hour of training with a mated female results in
a short-term suppression of courtship that lasts for approximately 3
hours.40 Long-term courtship suppression memories, which last for
days, are formed by pairing the male with a mated female for 5 hours
continuously or 3 spaced 1-hour sessions with isolation of the male
for 30–60 minutes between each session.43
While the precise nature of the learning cues is not known,
it is believed that the male associates the pheromones the mated
female emits (CS) with the inability to mate (US) and thus learns
not to court when presented with a second virgin female. This
training does not cause general courtship suppression, because males
trained with mated females do not reduce their courtship towards
immature males.41 More recently it was shown that if males are
trained with live, decapitated females (to prevent copulation) of a
specific sexual maturity—immature virgin, mature virgin or mature
mated female—in subsequent testing they will show the strongest
courtship suppression towards the type of female they were trained
www.landesbioscience.com
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larvae were reciprocally trained to control for odor bias. During
testing, larvae were placed in the center of an agarose plate without
reinforcers, with odors A and B on opposite sides of the plate. The
position of the larva on the plate was noted every 20 or 60 seconds
for 5 minutes. Trials from many individual larvae were grouped for
analysis. Memory was measured by calculating the proportion of
larvae in the positively reinforced side at each time point (# larvae
in Odor A - # in Odor B/Total # larvae), or by defining overall odor
preference for each larvae (# of counts in Odor A - # counts in Odor
B/Total # of counts).53
It was subsequently found that larvae could learn as efficiently if
odor was paired with positive reinforcement alone.54-56 However,
memory formed with punishment alone can only be observed if the
negative reinforcer is present on the test plate.54 Additionally, larvae
can be trained and tested en masse in groups of 30.57 Training in
groups is similar to that in individuals. During testing, larvae are
given 3 minutes to disperse between the two odors used during
training, and the number of larvae are counted on each side of the
plate after 3 minutes and divided by the total number of larvae.
Visual learning in larvae. Larvae, unlike adult flies, have an innate
preference for darkness. It is possible to train individual larvae to
favor either light or dark by associating light with a sugar reward and
dark with quinine/salt negative reinforcement, and vice versa. Light/
dark preference is tested by placing individual larvae on a plate with
two lighted and two shaded quadrants and recording the position of
the larva every 10 seconds for 5 minutes.58
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Concluding Remarks
Fortunately, it is no longer necessary to propose that all animals,
other than humans, are automata. However, in the minds of many
established neuroscientists, the stigma remains for invertebrates and
the notion that they provide a useful model system to understand
cognition is not universally appreciated. In this review, we hope to
have at least conveyed the message that fruit fly behavior is complex
and plastic.
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